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60 minutes session,
3 parts:

- Presentation of stereotypes and domination techniques
- Work in small groups
- Sharing of experiences

... plus 5 minutes to fill in the feedback form!
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1st part: stereotypes

A **stereotype** is a prior assumption many people have about a group, a culture or a race, which may be only partly true.

**Implicit bias** stems from our natural tendency to make associations to help us organise our social worlds. Our fundamental way of looking at and encountering the world is driven by a ‘hardwired’ pattern of making unconscious decisions about others, based on what feels safe, likeable, valuable, and competent.

Most people believe that they hold fewer biases than the average person. Virtually every one of us is biased towards something, somebody, some group. Test yourself: IAT [https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/](https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/)
From **categorisation**: sorting information to help us behave in society

To **stereotypes**: categories present in our brain, through which we interpret reality

To **prejudices**: negative vision of a group based on a rigid and wrong generalization

To **discrimination**: negative behaviour towards this group (domination techniques)
Domination techniques are manners of offensive discrimination, i.e. repeated unjust and negative actions towards one or several individuals in which the person(s) exposed are excluded from the working community. Via these strategies of social manipulation an individual or a group holding some power maintain their position in a hierarchy (established or hidden)

Reference:
https://staff.ki.se/master-suppression-techniques-equal-rights-at-lime?_ga=2.94906844.1746621014.1578474485-255614796.1578474485
1st part: domination techniques

For each domination technique, Berit As presents a counter strategy for the person who is the target.

Once you learned to identify the recourse to a domination technique in a group, you are able to help the person who is the target. These are the acknowledgement techniques (strategies de renforcement). These will drive the institution to evolve towards more equality and openness to diversity.

So let’s try to identify these techniques together.
Technique n°1: Making invisible
Technique n°2: Ridiculing
Technique n°3: Withholding information
Technique n°4: Double bind – Damned if you Do and Damned if you Don’t
Technique n°5: Shaming and Blaming
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domination technique</th>
<th>Counter Strategy</th>
<th>Acknowledgement Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Making invisible</td>
<td>Taking up space and time</td>
<td>Making each other visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridiculing</td>
<td>Questioning</td>
<td>Respecting each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witholding information</td>
<td>Requiring all cards on the table</td>
<td>Informing others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double bind</td>
<td>Prioritizing from within</td>
<td>Discussing priorities and conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaming and Blaming</td>
<td>Reflecting and self-awareness</td>
<td>Affirming others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2nd part (20’): work in groups

Gather in groups of 4-6 people

Together, discuss your experiences about these techniques, choose an example and find a way to present it to the other participants: a drawing? A role play? A short story? A slogan?
3d part (10’): sharing findings in plenary session
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The Euraxess Centre provides information and assistance to mobile researchers (in & out), via email, telephone or on appointment.

Which information? Any practical information about daily life, administrative issues, culture and professional environment in Belgium. All services are provided for free.

Centre de mobilité EURAXESS - Administration R & D
Place du 20-Août, 7 (bât A1)
B-4000 Liège
Tél : +32 4 366 53 36
Email : brigitte.ernst@uliege.be
https://www.recherche.uliege.be/recherche/euraxess
Please fill in the anonymous assessment form to help me improve this session for future participants
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